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Abstract

The KCC2 cotransporter establishes the low neuronal Cl� levels
required for GABAA and glycine (Gly) receptor-mediated inhibition,
and KCC2 deficiency in model organisms results in network hyper-
excitability. However, no mutations in KCC2 have been docu-
mented in human disease. Here, we report two non-synonymous
functional variants in human KCC2, R952H and R1049C, exhibiting
clear statistical association with idiopathic generalized epilepsy
(IGE). These variants reside in conserved residues in the KCC2 cyto-
plasmic C-terminus, exhibit significantly impaired Cl�-extrusion
capacities resulting in less hyperpolarized Gly equilibrium poten-
tials (EGly), and impair KCC2 stimulatory phosphorylation at serine
940, a key regulatory site. These data describe a novel KCC2 vari-
ant significantly associated with a human disease and suggest
genetically encoded impairment of KCC2 functional regulation
may be a risk factor for the development of human IGE.
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Introduction

The K+-Cl� cotransporter KCC2 (SLC12A5) is the main Cl� extrusion

mechanism inmature neurons and is essential for typeAGABA (GABAA)

and glycine (Gly) receptor-mediated Cl� currents underlying fast synap-

tic inhibition [1]. KCC2 deficiency in model organisms results in network

hyperexcitability [2–6]. KCC2 functional down-regulation has been impli-

cated in neurological disorders featuring GABAergic disinhibition [7].

However, nomutations in KCC2 have been described in human disease.

The idiopathic generalized epilepsies (IGEs) are primarily genetic

in origin and include rare Mendelian diseases and more common

familial forms which manifest as complex traits [8]. However, the

genetic architecture of IGE is not well understood. A recent exome-

sequencing study attempted to identify IGE variants of large effect

by taking a variant-based approach and performing large-scale geno-

typing on selected rare exome-sequencing variants [9]. Individual

variants contributing significantly to disease were not identified

because, as the authors noted, the impact of any individual single-

nucleotide variant in IGE is small. A gene-based approach seeking

multiple rare alleles within the same gene might be an alternative

approach for identifying genetic risk factors for IGE [9].

The cytoplasmic C-terminus of KCC2 is an important regulatory

region of transporter function [reviewed in 1, 10–12; e.g., 13]

(Fig 1). We employed a targeted DNA-sequencing approach to

screen this region in KCC2 (amino acids 894‒1086; NP_065759),
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along with the homologous region in KCC3 (SLC12A6) (amino acids

979‒1570; NP_598408), and the N-terminal regulatory region in

NKCC1 (SLC12A2) [14,15] (amino acids 150‒252; NP_001037) for

genetic variations in a 380-patient French-Canadian cohort of IGE

(see Supplementary Methods). We hypothesized functionally rele-

vant genetic variation in these regions might alter transporter activ-

ity and contribute to IGE by altering neuronal Cl� homeostasis, and

consequently, GABA/glycine activity.

Results

After Sanger sequencing the C-terminus of KCC2, an enrichment of

non-synonymous (NS) alleles was discovered in IGE cases

compared to controls (Table 1; see Supplementary Methods for IGE

clinical details). A trend was first noticed when comparing the total

number of NS alleles identified in IGE cases (n = 8/760) to Quebec

controls (n = 2/950; P = 0.028; Table 1). In order to validate this

association, an additional 739 Quebec controls were screened,

bringing the total number of control alleles to 2428. A total of 6 NS

alleles were detected in the control cohort (n = 6/2428), improving

the P-value to 7.50 × 10�3 (Table 1). When considering the total

number of C-terminal NS alleles that were identified in the European

American (EA) cohort from the Exome Variant Server (EVS), a P-

value of 2.2 × 10�4 was generated. The P-value became more signifi-

cant when all EVS alleles were considered (P = 7.7 × 10�5; Supple-

mentary Table S1). Overall, NS alleles in this important regulatory

region are associated with IGE. Specifically, two different NS KCC2

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 1. Identified KCC2 (SLC12A5) variants in human IGE.

A DNA chromatograms illustrating the detection of c.2855 G > A (p.R952H) and c.3145 C > T (p.R1049C) via Sanger sequencing.
B, C Evolutionary conservation of amino acids p.R952 and p.R1049.
D Schematic representation of KCC2 (human). Orange dots indicate the positions of the known critical phospho-regulatory residues p.T906, p.S940, p.T1007, and

p.Y1087 (reviewed in [10]). Pink region denotes the KCC2 ‘ISO’ domain, required for hyperpolarizing GABAergic transmission [13]. Red dots depict the two identified
IGE mutations, p.R952 and p.R1049.

E The modeled structure of the human KCC2 C-terminal domain, based on homology modeling by I-TASSER using a prokaryotic member of the cation-chloride
cotransporter family (PDB code 3g40) (see Materials and Methods for details). Color scheme same as in (D). Note the proximity of the KCC2 IGE variants to
important regulatory residues and domains.
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variants were identified, R1049C and R952H (Fig 1 and Table 1). All

variants were heterozygous.

R1049C is a novel KCC2 variant detected in 3 of the 380 IGE

cases (Table 1; Supplementary Table S2). This variant is previously

unreported and was not detected in the first 950 Quebec alleles that

were screened but was detected in one of the 2428 Quebec control

alleles (Table 1). This extremely rare variant is enriched in our IGE

cohort (P = 0.044; Table 1). Furthermore, R1049 is a highly

conserved residue (Fig 1), and a substitution for a cysteine at that

position is predicted to be highly pathogenic using multiple in silico

bioinformatics programs (Table 2). Moreover, the parental DNA

was available for two of the three probands with R1049C. In both

cases, the parents were unaffected, and the variant was maternally

inherited.

The R952H variant was detected in five IGE cases, correspond-

ing to an allele frequency of 0.66% (Table 1; Supplementary Table

S2). After screening the first 950 control alleles, an allele frequency

of 0.21% was determined (P = 0.253). The same allele

frequency was calculated upon increasing the number of control

alleles to 2428, which improved the P-value to 0.065 (Table 1).

This rare variant appears to be more frequent in Quebec than in

other populations; for example, it is reported in only 0.07% of EA

alleles and 0.05% of all alleles on the EVS (Supplementary Table

S1). Nevertheless, R952H is enriched in these Quebec IGE cases

compared to Quebec controls. R952 shows strong evolutionary

conservation (Fig 1), and histidine substitution at this site is

predicted to have deleterious effects on protein function (Table 2).

Thus, similar to R1049C, R952H appears to be an IGE risk variant.

Furthermore, DNA was available from the parents of three

probands with R952H, all of which were unaffected. The variant

was inherited in all cases (maternally in two and paternally in one

case).

KCC3 and NKCC1, CCCs like KCC2, have been implicated in

seizures in humans and model organisms [16–20]. Given the

conservation of regulatory mechanisms regulating the CCCs

[21–23], we screened these regions of KCC3 and NKCC1 in our

IGE patient cohort (see Supplementary Methods for details). No

KCC3 or NKCC1 coding variants were detected, thereby highlight-

ing the specificity of the association of KCC2 variation with

human IGE.

We next determined whether the identified IGE variants affect

KCC2 function by recording the reversal potential of glycine recep-

tors (GlyR, EGly), which is principally determined by intracellular

Cl� concentration ([Cl�]i). GlyRs were co-expressed with IGE KCC2

variant or WT KCC2 in N2a cells. To visualize cells expressing

different KCC2 species, all KCC2 constructs were conjugated at their

N-termini with mCherry fluorescent protein (mCherry-KCC2)

(Fig 2A) [24]. Using the gramicidin-perforated patch-clamp tech-

nique, we found that cells expressing mCherry-KCC2 exhibited a

strong shift in EGly toward negative (more hyperpolarized) values

compared to controls (Fig 2B,C; �38.1 � 3.7 mV and �89.4 � 3.2,

respectively, see Supplementary Table S3). mCherry-KCC2R1049C
and mCherry-KCC2R952H also produced a hyperpolarizing shift of

EGly; however, the absolute values were more positive (i.e., less

hyperpolarized) compared to WT mCherry-KCC2 (Fig 2C). The

difference between EGly in cells expressing wild-type mCherry-KCC2

and either mutant was reproducible and highly significant

(P < 0.01).Ta
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We non-invasively corroborated these results by measuring

KCC2-mediated Cl� extrusion using Cl�-Sensor, a genetically

encoded, ratiometric indicator of [Cl�]i [25]. Cl�-Sensor was

expressed in N2a cells with GlyR and WT or IGE variant mCherry-

KCC2 (Fig 3A). Ratiometric recording of fluorescence was

performed using excitation at 430 and 500 nm (R430/500) [26]. Given

the favorable weak endogenous Cl�-extruding mechanisms in N2a

cells, once pre-loaded with Cl� using a 3-minute co-application of

KCl and glycine, N2a cells maintain a relatively elevated Cl� level

for more than 30 min [26] (Fig 3B). The mean � s.e.m. half decay

time of the fluorescence ratio was 26.7 � 5.2 min, n = 4 (Fig 3D).

In contrast to mock-transfected cells, cells expressing mCherry-

KCC2 showed much faster ratiometric fluorescence recovery (see

black trace in Fig 3B). The mean � s.e.m. half decay time was

4.5 � 0.4 min, (n = 4, P < 0.01, Fig 3D). Consistent with results

obtained using gramicidin patch-clamp recording, mCherry-

KCC2R952H or mCherry-KCC2R1049C resulted in a significantly slower

recovery of the ratiometric fluorescence as compared to WT mCher-

ry KCC2 (Fig 3B and D; Supplementary Table S4).

Measurements of the basal level of fluorescence ratio in cells

expressing WT or IGE variant KCC2 constructs also supported our

gramicidin-perforated patch results. Expression of mCherry-KCC2

produced a significant decrease in the basal level of R430/500 from

1.16 � 0.05 to 0.87 � 0.01 arbitrary units (AU) (Fig 3B and C).

Expression of mCherry-KCC2R952H or mCherry-KCC2R1049C produced

intermediate values that were significantly lower than those

measured with mCherry-KCC2 (P < 0.05 for both mutants) and did

not differ from the control mock-transfected cells (P > 0.05; Fig 3C,

Supplementary Table S5). Thus, both identified IGE KCC2 mutants

extrude Cl� with much lower efficacy relative to WT KCC2, result-

ing in cells with a higher basal level of intracellular Cl�, and conse-

quently, less hyperpolarized responses to glycine.

We modeled the effects of the two IGE KCC2 variants in condi-

tions mimicking their heterozygous nature by performing gramicidin-

perforated patch-clamp recordings in cells expressing equal

proportions of WT eGFP-KCC2 and either of the IGE variant mCher-

ry-KCC2 constructs (see Supplementary Methods for details)

(Fig 2D). Recordings were performed exclusively from cells showing

both a green and red fluorescence signal of equivalent intensity.

Similar to experiments in cells expressing KCC2 R952H alone (see

Fig 2C), cells co-expressing WT KCC2 and KCC2 R952H exhibited

significantly less hyperpolarizing values of EGly relative to WT KCC2

(Fig 2D; Supplementary Table S3). Cells co-expressing WT KCC2

and KCC2 R1049C also showed a trend toward less hyperpolarized

EGly values; however, this was not statistically different from WT

KCC2, and the variability coefficient was much higher (Fig 2D;

Supplementary Table S3).

We next studied whether the identified IGE KCC2 variants exhibit

alterations in KCC2 surface expression by expressing WT or IGE

variant KCC2 constructs harboring a pHluorine tag in the second

putative transmembrane domain of KCC2 (KCC2-pHext; see Supple-

mentary Methods for details) in cultured hippocampal neurons

(Fig 4). WT KCC2-pHext exhibited the expected strong membrane-

localized fluorescence (Fig 4B; Supplementary Table S6); in

contrast, no signal was detected in neurons expressing a control

KCC2 construct harboring an eGFP tag on the intracellular N-termi-

nal domain (eGFP-KCC2). Neurons expressing KCC2-pHext R1049C

showed transporter membrane localization similar to neurons

expressing WT KCC2-pHext (Fig 4B and C; Supplementary Table

S5). In contrast, neurons expressing KCC2-pHext R952H exhibited a

consistent >twofold decrease in surface KCC2-pHext signal (Fig 4B

and C; Supplementary Table S5).

The regulatory phosphorylation of KCC2 is altered in several

neurological disease models, resulting in impaired KCC2 function

[reviewed in 10, 11]. The stimulatory phosphorylation of KCC2

serine 940 (S940) promotes KCC2 activity via effects on both intrin-

sic transporter activity and trafficking to the plasma membrane,

depending on the cellular context [27]. Using phospho-specific anti-

bodies [21, 27] in Western blot assays with lysates derived from

HEK293 cells expressing WT or IGE-mutant KCC2 constructs (see

Supplementary Methods for details), we found that both KCC2

R952H and R1049C exhibited a reproducible and significant >50%

decrease in S940 phosphorylation compared to WT KCC2, despite

having unaltered levels of total protein expression (Fig 5A and B).

These results suggest IGE KCC2 variants exhibit impaired function

in part from a decrease in stimulatory S940 phosphorylation.

Discussion

The significant enrichment of KCC2 C-terminal NS genetic variants

in IGE cases relative to controls (Table 1); the evolutionary conser-

vation of the involved residues (Fig 1B and C); the predicted patho-

genicity of their alteration in IGE (Table 2); and the impact of the

detected IGE KCC2 variants on transporter function, trafficking,

and/or S940 regulatory phosphorylation (Figs 2, 3, 4 and 5) suggest

that genetically encoded impairment of KCC2 functional regulation

might be a risk factor or contribute to the pathogenesis of human

IGE. Notably, while our paper was in revision, Puskarjov et al [28]

reported the KCC2-R952H variant co-segregating with febrile

seizures in a single Australian family. In their study, KCC2-R952H

was also shown to have reduced Cl� extrusion capacity and

decreased surface expression relative to WT KCC2. In addition,

Puskarjov et al [28] showed KCC2-R952H has a compromised

ability to induce dendritic spines. These data suggest that KCC2-

R952H is also a susceptibility variant for febrile seizures in addition

to IGE and further strengthen the genetic link between KCC2 and

human epilepsy.

Table 2. Predicted pathogenicity of the IGE SLC12A5 (KCC2) variants. See also Supplementary Table S2.

Variant Name Predicted Pathogenicity

mRNA (NM_020708.4) mRNA (NP_065759) Mutation Taster Panther SIFT

c.2855 G>A p.952 R>H Disease causing* P (probability): 0.7174 No prediction data Not tolerated

c.3145 C>T p.1049 R>C Disease causing* P (probability): 0.9999 Pdeleterious = 0.94634 Not tolerated

*Predicted specifically to disrupt the function of the last cytoplasmic domain.
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IGE is genetically heterogeneous, and the difficulty of identifying

single variants as risk factors has been demonstrated by [9]. Heinzen

et al did, however, report a list of variants that were found

exclusively in IGE cases as potential risk factors (which did not

include KCC2 variants), but suggested that the impact of an individ-

ual variant in IGE is small and that gene-based approaches might be

more successful [9]. We have demonstrated that targeting a particu-

lar gene and taking a ‘functional domain screening’ approach,

followed by detailed physiological validation, might be a compli-

mentary approach in gaining insight into the genetic predisposition

of IGE.

The empirical risk of IGE is compatible with an oligogenic cause

of disease, suggesting that variants in multiple genes collectively

contribute to the disorder [29–31]. Klassen et al [32] recently high-

lighted the complexity of IGE genetics. The authors noted that ion

channel mutations are an important cause of disorders that affect

the brain and other tissues so they decided to sequence 237 ion

channel genes in 152 individuals with idiopathic epilepsy and 139

healthy controls. After developing variant profiles, three major

conclusions were drawn: (i) complex combinations of common and

rare ion channel variants are seen in epilepsy cases and controls;

A

B

C D

Figure 2. Effect of IGE variants on KCC2-dependent Cl�

reversal potential.

A Images of cells illustrating the position of the patch (arrowhead) and
application pipette (arrow) used to deliver jet pulses of glycine (left). The
mCherry-KCC2 positive cells were identified by their red fluorescence
(right). Scale bar, 10 lm.

B Traces show examples of gramicidin patch-clamp recording obtained from
N2a cells co-transfected with GlyR and an mCherry-KCC2 construct. Scale
bars, 20 pA (vertical) and 500 ms (horizontal). Current amplitudes of GlyR
currents (inset) were plotted against holding membrane potential. The
current intercepts the voltage axis at EGly.

C Summary of all experiments similar to (B) (mean � s.e.m., pooled data
from 4 cultures, 2–3 cells per culture and condition). **P < 0.01, one-way
ANOVA test. Mock denotes cells transfected with mCherry and GlyR; see
Supplementary Table S2 for detailed statistics.

D Summary of all experiments similar to B, but obtained from cells co-
transfected with a 50:50 mixture of WT eGFP-KCC2 and one of the
indicated mCherry-KCC2 IGE mutants (mean � s.e.m., pooled data from 4
cultures, 5–8 cells per culture and condition). **P < 0.01, one-way ANOVA
test.

A B

C D

Figure 3. Effect of IGE variants on KCC2-mediated Cl�

extrusion capacity.

A Fluorescence signals recorded from N2a cells co-transfected with Cl-
Sensor (green), GlyR (non-fluorescent), and mCherry-KCC2 (red, Obj 20×,
NA 0.45, 500 nm excitation, scale bar = 20 lm).

B Representative traces of Cl-Sensor fluorescence ratio recording from N2a
cells expressing different KCC2 constructs as indicated. Horizontal bar
indicates the time of application of 100 mM KCl and 50 lM glycine. The
ordinate axis indicates the ratio of Cl-Sensor fluorescence measured at
430 and 500 nm excitation wavelengths (R430/500). The inset illustrates
the full record of R430/500 fluorescence from mock-transfected cells
shown in the main plot.

C, D Columns show mean � s.e.m. of the basal R430/500 level (C) and half
decay time of Cl� extrusion after glycine + KCl application (D). n = 4 – 7
experiments. **P < 0.01, one-way ANOVA test (See Supplementary Tables
S3 and S4 for details).
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(ii) healthy individuals carry variants in known epilepsy genes; and

(iii) epilepsy individuals carry more than one variant in known

epilepsy genes. Thus, the authors concluded that, in most cases,

causality cannot be assigned to any one variant, but rather results

from an individual’s variant pattern, indicating an oligogenic mech-

anism [32]. They ultimately suggest that computational modeling of

biologic networks is needed to improve risk predictions. Addition-

ally, the authors state that these variant patterns can even explain

the silencing of pathogenic alleles and why such variants (e.g.,

KCC2 R952H and R1049C) can be present in control individuals as

well as inherited from unaffected parents [32]. Ultimately, popula-

tion-based case/control studies are an approach that can implicate

novel disease loci and provide a statistical measure of genetic risk.

Studying a gene or gene region in this manner enables one to group

variants together for statistical analysis, which minimizes multiple

testing and makes it easier to reach levels of significance. Therefore,

we conclude that NS variants in the C-terminus of KCC2 increases

risk for IGE.

IGE KCC2 variants impair transporter Cl� extrusion capacity and

render EGly less hyperpolarized compared to WT KCC2 (Figs 2 and

3), consistent with in silico prediction models. Decreased KCC2-

mediated Cl� efflux in individuals carrying the IGE KCC2 variants

would be anticipated to increase intracellular [Cl�], raising the Cl�

reversal potential (ECl) to less hyperpolarized potentials and

compromising GABAAR- and/or GlyR-mediated hyperpolarizing

inhibition. These effects of IGE KCC2 variants would be similar in

nature, though much less potent in magnitude given their hetero-

zygous state, to model organisms with complete knockout [2–5] or

perhaps mild dysfunction (~30%) of KCC2 functional expression

[33, 34], and humans with loss-of-function mutations in multiple

GABAAR subunits in Mendelian IGE syndromes [35].

Our two IGE KCC2 mutants compromise KCC2 function likely by

distinct mechanisms, including decreasing transporter plasmalem-

mal expression (R952H) or lowering the intrinsic activity of trans-

porters at the cell surface (R1049C), consistent with the known

trafficking-dependent and trafficking-independent mechanisms of

KCC2 regulation encoded within the KCC2 C-terminus [10–12]. IGE

KCC2 variants, by changing C-terminal protein structure, might alter

the function of key regulatory domains (e.g., the so-called ISO

domain, encoded in amino acids 1022-1037, which is required for

isotonic KCC2-mediated hyperpolarizing GABAergic transmission

[13]) by disrupting the binding of associated molecules. The signifi-

cant inhibitory effect of R952H when co-expressed with WT KCC2

in a 1:1 ratio in neurons suggests a dominant-negative effect on

transporter function, consistent with the known dimerization and

oligomerization of KCC2 molecules [12,36]. Compared to R952H, a

different mechanism is likely involved with R1049C, given results in

1:1 co-expression experiments.

Interestingly, both IGE mutants, despite having different

effects on KCC2 trafficking, nonetheless exhibit decreased S940

A B C

Figure 4. Effect of IGE KCC2 variants on KCC2 surface expression in rat primary hippocampal cultures.

A Schematic presentation of transfected constructs.
B Representative images illustrating surface labeling (left column) and total expression (right column) of WT KCC2-pHext (top, raw image) and the R952H mutant of

KCC2-pHext (middle, raw image). As a control for the efficacy of surface labeling, we used a KCC2 construct with eGFP linked to the intracellular N-terminal domain
(bottom, raw image). Scale bars, 20 lm.

C Normalized mean � s.e.m. of the fluorescence intensity (Fm, left plot) of the surface-labeled KCC2-pHext clusters (pooled data from 5 cultures, 5–8 cells per culture
and condition). **P < 0.01, one-way ANOVA test. (See Supplementary Table S5 for details).
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phosphorylation. This result is interesting, suggesting specific

relevance for residue S940 in IGE pathogenesis. In this regard, it is

notable that brief exposure to glutamate, which is associated with

seizure activity in humans [37], causes a rapid inhibition of KCC2

activity via S940 dephosphorylation that results in a prolonged loss

of hyperpolarizing GABAA-mediated currents in cultured hippocam-

pal neurons [27,38]. Further investigation into these mechanisms of

KCC2 functional regulation and phosphorylation will be important

topics of future detailed biochemical study and may reveal novel

insights not only into IGE pathogenesis, but also into potential

ways to modulate KCC2 activity for therapeutic benefit in treatment-

resistant seizures [39,40] and possibly other pathologies [7,11].

Materials and Methods

Recruitment and diagnosis of affected individuals

A total of 380 individuals with idiopathic generalized epilepsy

(IGE) from the Quebec population of Canada were studied.

Ethics approval for the recruitment and genetic analysis of these

individuals were granted by the ethics committee at the CRCHUM

(Centre de recherche du Centre hospitalier de l’Université de

Montréal) and Montreal Neurological Institute. Upon recruitment,

informed consent was obtained from all participants and a blood

sample was collected for the genetic analysis. Recruitment was

based on a referral from a neurologist or pediatrician in Quebec,

Canada. All patients were from the greater Montreal and Quebec

City regions. The diagnosis of IGE was based on a detailed clinical

interview, full neurological examination, and an electroencephalog-

raphy (EEG) recording. Patients were diagnosed according to Inter-

national League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) criteria [41].

Population Controls

A total of 475 unrelated individuals who were recruited to the

Rouleau laboratory as Quebec population controls were Sanger

sequenced during Phase 1 of the project following the same protocol

as IGE cases. In an effort to validate the association that was identi-

fied in Phase 1, an additional 516 population control samples from

the Rouleau laboratory were Sanger sequenced. Furthermore, 223

unrelated individuals with French-Canadian ancestry who have

never been diagnosed with a neurodevelopmental or neurodegener-

ative disorder and were previously exome sequenced were used as

additional controls [96 of the exome-sequenced samples were

provided by the CARTaGENE project [42]; an additional 74 and 53

exome-sequenced samples were provided by the laboratories of Dr.

Majewski and Dr. Guy Rouleau, respectively].

Data within the chromosome 20 interval between 44,683,555 and

44,685,942 base pairs (hg19) that correspond to the nucleotides in

exons 21‒25 [NM_020708.4] and encode the C-terminus of KCC2

(SLC12A5) (encompassing amino acids 894‒1086 [NP_065759])

were analyzed for variants. Samples were captured using either the

Agilent capture kits v3 and v4 or the Illumina TruSeq Exome Enrich-

ment and TruSeq DNA LT Sample Prep v2 kits. Sequencing was

performed using the Illumina Highseq2000 sequencing platform at

the Genome Quebec Innovation Center achieving a sequencing

coverage averaging 70X. Exome read files were aligned to the

human reference genome (hg19) using Burrow’s Wheeler Aligner

(BWA). PCR duplicates were removed, and only properly paired and

uniquely mapped reads were kept. Realignments around indels and

recalibration were performed with GATK tools. The variants were

called using SAMtools/BCFtools and annotated using Annovar.

Please see Supplementary Methods for further materials and

methods.

Supplementary information for this article is available online:

http://embor.embopress.org
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A B

Figure 5. Effect of IGE KCC2 variants on serine 940 (S940) regulatory
phosphorylation.

A HEK293 cells were nucleofected with the indicated WT, R952H, and R1049C
KCC2 constructs. After 3 days, cells were lysed, and Western blotting was
performed using anti-phospho-S940 KCC2 and total anti-KCC2 antibodies,
as described in Materials and Methods. A representative Western blot is
shown.

B Quantification of total phosphorylation of S940 relative to total KCC2
expression for each construct. 4 separate nucleofections were performed.
*P < 0.05, one-way ANOVA test; All pairwise multiple comparison
procedures (Tukey’s test). Error bars represent the mean � s.e.m.
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TABLE S1.  KCC2 (SLC12A5) variants detected in the IGE cohort, and corresponding Exome Variant Server data. 
 
  

Non-synonymous variants 
detected in the “hotspot” 

Detection of variants in IGE 
cohort 

Control data - Exome Variant Server 

European American data All data 

mRNA 
(NM_020708.4) 

Protein 
(NP_065759) 

Number 
of 

probands 

Number 
of 

alleles 

Allele 
frequency 

(%) 

Number 
of 

alleles 

Allele 
frequency 

(%) 
p-value Odds ratio 

Number 
of alleles 

Allele 
frequency 

(%) 
p-value Odds ratio 

c.2855 G>A p.R952H 5/380 5/760 0.66 6/8600 0.07 1.09X10-3 
9.42 

CI95[2.3-37.1] 
7/13006 0.05 2.97X10-4 

12.22 

CI95[3.1-44.8] 

c.3145 C>T p.R1049C 3/380 3/760 0.39 0/8600 0.00 5.39X10-4 
Inf 

CI95[4.7-Inf] 
0/13006 0.00 1.70X10-4 

Inf 

CI95[7.1-Inf] 

Total number of non-
synonymous alleles detected 

8/380 8/760 - 14/8600 - 2.20X10-4 
6.46 

CI95[2.3-16.6] 
19/13006 - 7.67X10-5 

7.20 

CI95[2.7-17.3] 



 
TABLE S2.  Clinical features of patients with SLC12A5 (KCC2) variants. 

Variant Patient Sex Ethnicity Febrile 
seizures 

Onset afebrile 
seizure Seizure Types EEG Photosensitivity 

p.952 R>H 

1 M Unknown Unknown Unknown IGE Unknown Unknown 

2 M FC No 14 GTC, 
Myoclonus 

GSW, 

bilateral spikes 
temporal/central 

No 

3 F FC No Unknown Generalized Unknown Unknown 

4 F FC No 21 GTC, 
Absences 

Abnormal, 
anterior theta No 

5 M FC No 20 GTC Normal Unknown 

p.1049 R>C 

6 F FC No 8 
GTC, 
Absences, 
Myoclonus 

Abnormal, 
GSW No 

7 M FC No 3 
GTC, 
Absences, 
Myoclonus 

Unknown Unknown 

8 M FC No 14 GTC, 
Absences 

Normal, diffuse 
theta No 

EEG = Electroencephalogram, F = Female, FC = French Canadian, GSW = Generalized Spike and Wave, GTC = Generalized Tonic-Clonic, IGE = Idiopathic 
Generalized Epilepsy, M = Male.   

  



Table S3.  Results of the statistical analysis of EGly in N2a cells expressing different mCherry-KCC2 mutants.  The mean and 
SEM values are shown in Figure 2. SD = standard deviation, SEM = standard error of the mean, CV = coefficient of variation.  
 
EGly 
 Mean SD SEM Median CV n 
Mock -38.1 11.0 3.7 -35 -0.29 9 
Wild-Type -89.4 10.5 3.2 -90 -0.12 11 
R1049C -64.5 12.7 3.7 -64 -0.20 12 
R952H -59.4 18.9 5.7 -62 -0.32 11 
 
p (One-way ANOVA between pairs of conditions) 
 Mock Wild-Type R1049C 

F p F p F p 
Wild-Type 112.9 <0.001         
R1049C 24.9 <0.001 25.9 <0.001     
R952H 8.9 0.008 21.3 <0.001 0.6 0.45 
 
 
 
 
  



TABLE S4.  Results of the statistical analysis of half decay time of Cl- Sensor ratiometric fluorescence in N2a cells expressing 
different mCherry-KCC2 mutants. The mean and SEM values are shown in Figure 3. SD = standard deviation, SEM = 
standard error of the mean, CV = coefficient of variation. 
 
Half Decay Time 
 Mean SD SEM Median CV n 
Mock 26.8 10.5 5.2 28.2 0.39 4 
Wild-Type 4.5 0.94 0.35 4.3 0.21 7 
R1049C 15.0 6.9 3.5 12.6 0.46 4 
R952H 14.0 7.7 3.9 11.9 0.55 4 
 
p (One-way ANOVA between pairs of conditions) 
 Mock Wild-Type R1049C 

F p F p F p 
Wild-Type 34.1 <0.001         
R1049C 3.5 0.1 16.8 0.003     
R952H 3.9 0.09 11.2 0.009 0.03 0.86 
 
  



TABLE S5.  Results of the statistical analysis of basal R430/500 fluorescence ratio of Cl– Sensor in N2a cells expressing 
different mCherry-KCC2 mutants. The mean and SEM values are shown in Figure 3. SD = standard deviation, SEM = 
standard error of the mean, CV = coefficient of variation. 
 
R430/500 
 Mean SD SEM Median CV n 
Mock 1.2 0.10 0.05 1.16 0.09 4 
Wild-Type 0.9 0.04 0.02 0.87 0.05 7 
R1049C 1.1 0.13 0.06 1.07 0.12 4 
R952H 1.1 0.15 0.08 1.09 0.15 4 
 
p (One-way ANOVA between pairs of conditions) 
 Mock Wild-Type R1049C 

F p F p F p 
Wild-Type 43.5 <0.001     
R1049C 0.9 0.36 16.7 0.003   
R952H 1.4 0.28 9.1 0.014 0.08 0.79 
 
 
  



TABLE S6.  Results of the statistical analysis of surface staining (FM, arbitrary units). The mean and SEM values are shown 
in Figure 4. SD = standard deviation, SEM = standard error of the mean, CV = coefficient of variation. 
 
EM 
 Mean SD SEM Median CV n 
EGFP 0.84 1.57 0.28 0.30 1.9 31 
Wild-Type 100 69.7 11.46 85.3 0.7 37 
R1049C 110.5 88.8 14.6 80.2 0.8 37 
R952H 52.4 35.5 6.17 48.9 0.7 33 
 
p (One-way ANOVA between pairs of conditions) 
 Mock Wild-Type R1049C 

F p F p F p 
Wild-Type 120.8 <0.001         
R1049C 28.6 <0.001 0.32 0.57     
R952H 39.2 <0.001 12.5 <0.001 12.4 <0.001 
 
 



Supplementary Methods 
 
Sanger Sequencing 

Primers were designed using Primer3 (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/) to amplify 
the genomic DNA that encodes the C-terminus of KCC2 (SLC12A5) 
(encompassing amino acids 894‒1086 [NP_065759] encoded by the nucleotides 
in exons 21‒25 [NM_020708.4]), along with the homologous region in KCC3 
(SLC12A6) (amino acids 979‒1570 [NP_598408] encoded by exons 22-24 
[NM_133647.1]), and the N-terminal regulatory region of NKCC1 cotransporter 
(SLC12A2) (amino acids 150‒252 [NP_001037] encoded by c.446‒756, the end 
of exon 1 [NM_001046]). Primer sequences are available upon request. 
Polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) were performed using the AmpliTaq Gold 
DNA Polymerase (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California, USA) as per the 
manufacturer’s instruction. To visualize DNA fragments, 5 µL of the PCR product 
was loaded on a 1% agarose gel. Ethidium bromide was used for the staining. 
PCR products were sequenced at the Genome Quebec Innovation Centre 
(Montréal, Québec, Canada) using a 3730XL DNAnalyzer (Applied Biosystems, 
Foster City, California, USA), and analyzed using the SoftGenetics program, 
Mutation surveyor (v.3.10, SoftGenetics, State College, Pennsylvania, USA). 
 
Protein Sequence Alignment and In Silico Prediction Programs 

Conservation of the KCC2 protein across species was determined by 
aligning the following orthologues: Homo sapiens (NP_065759), Macaca mulatta 
(XM_001104494.2_prot), Rattus norvegicus (NP_599190), Mus musculus 
(NP_065066), Takifugu rubripes (ENSTRUT00000047011) and Danio rerio 
(ENSDART00000009569).  The effects of amino acid substitutions on protein 
function were predicted using MutationTaster, Panther, and SIFT. 
 
Statistical Analysis 

All statistical analysis for genetics was carried out using the program R 
(version 2.15.1). Fisher’s exact test was used to generate the p-values and odds 
ratios. 
 
Gramicidin perforated patch clamp recording 

Gramicidin perforated-patch clamp recording was performed from N2a 
cells transfected with a mixture of two mammalian expression constructs in a 
modified Clontech backbone vector harboring the human α 1 subunit of the 
glycine receptor (GlyR), and N-terminal mCherry-tagged WT or IGE mutant 
KCC2. For control experiments, mCherry-KCC2 was substituted with an mCherry 
pcDNA construct (mock transfected cells). The transfection was performed using 
Lipofectamine 2000 according to manufacturer’s protocol (Life Technologies 
SAS). Recordings were performed 48 to 56 h after transfection.   

Coverslips with transfected N2a cells were placed onto the inverted 
microscope and perfused with an external solution (in mM): 140 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 
20 HEPES, 20 D-glucose, 2.0 CaCl2, 2.0 MgCl2, pH 7.4. Recordings were 
performed as described in [2, 3]. Briefly, the recording micropipettes (5 MΩ) were 
filled with a solution containing (in mM): 150 KCl, 10 HEPES, 20 mg/ml 
gramicidin A , pH 7.2. The tip of the pipette was filled with the same solution, but 



without gramicidin. Glycine (50 µM) was dissolved in external solution and focally 
applied to soma and proximal dendrites through a micropipette (same as for 
patch clamp) connected to a Picospritzer (General Valve Corporation, pressure 5 
p.s.i.) (Figure 2A). Recordings employed an Axopatch-200A amplifier and 
pCLAMP acquisition software (Axon Instruments) in voltage-clamp mode. Data 
were low-pass filtered at 2 kHz and acquired at 10 kHz. Input resistance (Rin) and 
capacitance were routinely determined from the analysis of responses to 
hyperpolarizing/depolarizing steps of − 10/+10 mV applied from the holding 
potential (Vh) of −60 mV. Before measurement of I–V relationships, a single test 
pulses was applied at Vh=-60 mV to determine the direction of IGly current, adjust 
the position of the pipette, and time agonist application with the final aim being to 
obtain short (300-1000 ms) current responses of low amplitude (less than -/+ 100 
pA). Depending on the direction of current recorded at -60 mV, four glycine 
responses were recorded at voltages -120, -100, -80, -60 mV (for outwardly 
directed [positive] glycine-induced currents at -60 mV) or -80, -60, -40 and -20 
mV (for inwardly directed [negative] glycine-induced currents at -60 mV) as 
shown in Figure 2B. 

To test the function of heterozygote-like expression of KCC2 mutants, we 
co-expressed constructs encoding GlyR, eGFP-KCC2 into the N2a cells [2] and 
mCherry KCC2 in the proportions 1.4:1.0:1.0. For recordings, cells were chosen 
that showed similar intensities of eGFP and mCherry fluorescence by CCD 
camera acquisition and Metamorph software. The ranges of the fluorescence 
were identically set for all mutants.  
 
Assay of KCC2 surface expression 

In order to directly visualize the insertion of KCC2 IGE variants into the 
membranes of single neurons, we created a novel construct encoding KCC2 with 
a fluorescent tag introduced into the second extracellular loop of the transporter 
(KCC2-pHext; details provided on request). KCC2-pHext was transfected using a 
magnetofection kit after 10 days of in vitro primary culture of hippocampal 
neurons prepared from E19 rat embryos as described previously (Buerli et al., 
2007). 48 h after transfection, neurons were rinsed with external solution 
containing in mM: 140 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 20 HEPES, 20 D-glucose, 2.0 CaCl2, 2.0 
MgCl2, pH 7.4 and incubated for 40 min at 18°C with polyclonal anti-GFP 
antibody (1:1000, Molecular Probes) dissolved in the same solution. The 
coverslips were rinsed x3 and fixed with Antigenfix (Diapath, Martingo, Italy) for 
20 min (at RT), permeabilized with 0.3% Triton X-100, blocked by 5% goat 
serum, and labeled for 1h (RT) with a secondary CY3-congugated antibody. The 
images were acquired with an Olympus Fluorview-500 confocal microscope (40×; 
1.0 NA). Quantitative analysis of KCC2-pHext surface labeling was performed 
using Metamorph software (Roper Scientific). 
 
Assay of KCC2 phosphorylation status at S940 

Detection of the phosphorylation state of S940 in cellular lysates 
expressing WT and IGE mutant KCC2 was performed essentially as described in 
detail in [4]. Briefly, HEK293 cells were cultured in DMEM with 10% FBS and 5% 



penicillin/streptomycin, and transfected using the Biorad nucleofection system in 
OPTIMEM media per the manufacturer’s instructions. After 2 days to allow 
sufficient expression, cells were lysed in 1X RIPA lysis buffer supplemented with 
protease and phosphatase inhibitors and subjected to SDS-PAGE. Millipore α -
KCC2 antibody was used to detect total KCC2, and a phospho-specific antibody 
directed against S940 [4] was utilized to detect the phosphorylation state at this 
residue, as previously described. 
 
Ratiometric Cl-Sensor imaging  

Ratiometric imaging of Cl-Sensor fluorescence was performed from N2a 
cells transfected with a mixture of three mammalian expression constructs in a 
modified Clontech backbone vector harboring Cl-Sensor, the human α1 subunit of 
the glycine receptor (GlyR), and an N-terminal mCherry-tagged WT or IGE 
mutant KCC2. For control experiments, mCherry-KCC2 was substituted with 
empty vector pcDNA3.1 (mock-transfected cells). Excitation of transfected cells 
was performed every 20 s through 500 (20) nm and then 430 (24) nm narrow-
band excitation filters (referred to as 500 nm and 430 nm filters). Detailed 
sequences of constructs are available upon request; experimental procedures 
are provided in [3]. 
 
Three-dimensional Structure Modeling 

The three-dimensional structure of human KCC2 C-terminal domain (CTD) 
was modeled by the I-TASSER [5] server with input KCC2 amino acid sequences 
648 to 1116. Crystal structure of the cytoplasmic domain of a prokaryotic cation 
chloride cotransporter (PDB accession code 3G40) and several other structures 
were used as templates for comparative modeling. The top template 3G40 shows 
26.67% sequence identity with KCC2 CTD. Among the five models predicted 
from the server, the one forming organized structure with a high C-score was 
chosen. The C-score of the modeled KCC2 CTD is -0.54, indicating high 
reliability and quality of the overall structural model. PyMOL was used for 
molecular graphics displaying.  
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legends) and 5 main plus 5 supplementary figures, which should directly relate to a corresponding 
main figure. The Results and Discussion sections can be combined, which may help to eliminate 
some redundancy that is inevitable when discussing the same experiments twice. Commonly used 
materials and methods can further be moved to the supplementary information, but please note that 
materials and methods essential for the understanding of the experiments described in the main text 
must remain in the main manuscript file.  
 
Regarding data quantification, can you please specify the bars and error bars for figure 5B?  
 
I look forward to receiving a revised version of your manuscript as soon as possible.  
 
 
 
REFEREE REPORT: 
 
Referee #1:  
 
n this manuscript Kahle et al. provide evidence that KCC2 variants may contribute to idiopathic 
generalized epilepsy (IGE), while Pusjarkov et al. reported that R952H might be associated with 
febrile seizures. Kahle et al. reports on a second C-terminal variant (R1049C) in addition to R952H 
in patients with IGE. Only after increasing the number of controls, the association for one of the 
variants (R1049C) becomes significant (p = 0.044), while R952H comes close to significance (p = 
0.065). Taken together the p value for C-terminal KCC2 variants (i.e. R952H and R1049C) becomes 
significant.  
 
Although the authors have been partially scooped by Pusjarkov et al., the current manuscript 
strengthens the genetic link between epilepsy and KCC2.  
 
Minor points:  
Overall one can feel that the manuscript was written in a hurry!  
 
Page 5 "Nevertheless, R952H is enriched in IGE cases when population stratification is addressed". 
What does this exactly mean?  
Abstract: Is severe IGE correct? This is not reported in the description of the cohort in the "Materials 
and Methods" section.  
Figure 2C,D: The labeling of significance levels is puzzling. What has been compared?  
Figure 3: From the "Materials and Methods" section the description how surface expression and 
overall expression can be distinguished is difficult to follow for the uninformed reader.  
Page 10: I would prefer to display the Western blots to demonstrate that total KCC2 expression is 
indeed similar to WT for both variants. For the analysis of the phosphorylation all individual blots 
which were used for the quantification should be displayed in the supplement.  
References: Some of the references need to be edited! 
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Response to editor’s comment: 
 
Can you please address all the comments by this referee and send us a revised 
manuscript as soon as possible? Please also shorten the manuscript text, as the 
character count largely exceeds our limit. The revised manuscript may not exceed 
30,000 characters (including spaces, references and figure legends) and 5 main plus 5 
supplementary figures, which should directly relate to a corresponding main figure. The 
Results and Discussion sections can be combined, which may help to eliminate some 
redundancy that is inevitable when discussing the same experiments twice. Commonly 
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used materials and methods can further be moved to the supplementary information, but 
please note that materials and methods essential for the understanding of the 
experiments described in the main text must remain in the main manuscript file. 
 
We have drastically reduced the amount of text from > 49,000 to almost 30,000 
characters (including spaces, references and figure legends). To do this, we have 
eliminated superfluous information, shortened the introduction and discussion, and 
moved a considerable amount of methods/materials (including standard techniques like 
gramicidin perforated patch experiments, Western blotting, etc.) to a Supplementary 
Methods and Materials section. The text and figure legends describe methods details in 
sufficiently for a good understanding of the paper, and the reader is directed to the 
Supplementary section when appropriate for further methodological detail. 
 
Regarding data quantification, can you please specify the bars and error bars for figure 
5B? 
 
This has been clarified in Figure 5. 
 
 
Response to referee 
 
Referee #1: 
 
In this manuscript Kahle et al. provide evidence that KCC2 variants may contribute to 
idiopathic generalized epilepsy (IGE), while Pusjarkov et al. reported that R952H might 
be associated with febrile seizures. Kahle et al. reports on a second C-terminal variant 
(R1049C) in addition to R952H in patients with IGE. Only after increasing the number of 
controls, the association for one of the variants (R1049C) becomes significant (p = 
0.044), while R952H comes close to significance (p = 0.065). Taken together the p value 
for C-terminal KCC2 variants (i.e. R952H and R1049C) becomes significant. 
 
Although the authors have been partially scooped by Pusjarkov et al., the current 
manuscript strengthens the genetic link between epilepsy and KCC2. 
 
Minor points: 
Overall one can feel that the manuscript was written in a hurry! 
 
Page 5 "Nevertheless, R952H is enriched in IGE cases when population stratification is 
addressed". What does this exactly mean? 
 
This sentence has been changed to “Nevertheless, R952H is enriched in these Quebec 
IGE cases compared to Quebec controls.” We were trying to address the fact that 
despite R925H has a higher frequency in the Quebec population compared to other 
reported frequencies (in EVS) it is still enriched in the Quebec IGE cohort compared to 
the corresponding population controls. 
 
Abstract: Is severe IGE correct? This is not reported in the description of the cohort in 
the "Materials and Methods" section. 
 
“Severe” is not precise and has been removed; the definition of our IGE cases is 
provided in Supplementary Data 
 
Figure 2C,D: The labeling of significance levels is puzzling. What has been compared? 
 
The significance bar with 4 prongs compares WT, R1049C, and R952H relative to mock- 
transfected controls; the significance bar with 3 prongs compares R1049C and R952H to 
WT. 
 
 
Figure 3: From the "Materials and Methods" section the description how surface 
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expression and overall expression can be distinguished is difficult to follow for the 
uninformed reader. 
 
This has been clarified in the appropriate section that has also been moved to 
Supplementary Materials and Methods to meet the character limit of 30,000. 
 
 
Page 10: I would prefer to display the Western blots to demonstrate that total KCC2 
expression is indeed similar to WT for both variants. For the analysis of the 
phosphorylation all individual blots which were used for the quantification should be 
displayed in the supplement. 
 
-See Figure 5A showing total KCC2 expression is the same for both KCC2 IGE variants. 
-We feel the representative blots displayed in the figures, coupled with the bar graph 
summaries (e.g., 5a and 5b) is sufficient, the standard means of presentation, and how 
we have displayed this data in the past using the same antibody and techniques (Lee et 
al., 2007, JBC; Lee et al., 2011, Nat Neurosci). 
 
References: Some of the references need to be edited! 
 
Agreed. We have updated all references given the drastic cutting in words to meet the 
word limit (47,000 to 30,000 characters) 
 
 
 
 
2nd Editorial Decision 23 April 2014 

 
I am pleased to accept your manuscript for publication in the next available issue of EMBO reports.  
 
Thank you for your contribution to EMBO reports and congratulations on a successful publication. 
Please consider us again in the future for your most exciting work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




